as numerical integration, collision detection, collision response, and multi-core central processing unit (CPU) [4, 5] . However most researches have been deeply focused on PC or Console based environments. Many recent mobile devices have graphics processing unit (GPU) with low clock speed, but they provide lots of arithmetic logic unit (ALUs). Basically GPU works in parallel with ALUs. So when GPU is allocated with some tasks, it separates the tasks to a number of ALUs and performs together at the same time. Therefore, when we apply general-purpose computing on graphics processing unit (GPGPU) for numerically complicated calculations, the computational time can be reduced.
In this paper, we provide a guideline for modeling of 3D objects and selecting of integration methods for physically based simulation on mobile device using parallel computing approach. We proposed and implemented the cloth simulation and 3D mass-spring simulation using multi-thread approach and OpenCL library to compute node position and spring force information with CPU and GPGPU parallel computing. We also implemented a new data structure to calculate the spring forces in parallel computing for deformable object simulation which has uneven spring connections on each node. The proposed method utilizes the shared memory which can reduce the transfer latency of simulation data between CPU and GPU.
Related works

Physically-based simulation
Physically-based simulation provides us to present the physically realistic real world behaviors of 3D deformable objects on computer. In physically-based simulation, 3D objects can be classified as rigid and deformable objects. Unlike rigid objects, deformable objects can naturally and plausibly represent the changes of their shape according to the external forces. Many dynamic simulations have been widely applied to achieve the dynamic behaviors of object on user's purpose such as finite element method (FEM), boundary element method (BEM), finite difference method (FDM), finite volume method (FVM), ray deflectors [6] , mass-spring system [7] , and chain-mail algorithm [8] . However, the general deformable object modeling approaches can be simply classified into two parts: FEM simulation and mass-spring simulation [9] . Unlike FEM simulation, since mass-spring system requires the fast computational cost instead of accurate estimation of object movement, it has been widely applied for real-time animation or simulation of deformable objects. Therefore, mass-spring system has been dominantly used to represent the practical behavior of deformable objects such as cloth, hair, medical simulation, game, and so on [10, 11] .
Integration methods for physically-based simulation
The proper estimation of next status of node positions and velocities is an essential functionality for physically-based simulation. This problem can be solved by various numerical integration methods such as explicit Euler, implicit Euler, semi-Euler, verlet, midpoint, and n-order Runge-Kutta integration method [10] . To use these methods, we have to compute an acceleration α i that is calculated using Newton's second law of motion. Then using an Eq. (1), we can estimate a position x i and velocity v i .
(1)
Here, m i is mass, x i is position, v i is velocity, f i is force, a i is acceleration for node. In this paper, we implemented three general integration methods such as semi-Euler, midpoint, and 4th-order Runge-Kutta method. In semi-Euler integration method, position and velocity are updated using Eq. (2).
Midpoint integration method improves the basic Euler method by adding a midpoint step and it can improve the calculation accuracy by Eq. (3).
4th-order Runge-Kutta method requires calculating the additional 4 trial steps for approximations of slope by Eq. (4) to guarantee the higher accuracy than midpoint and Euler integration method. Thus 4th-order Runge-Kutta method can provide more accurate solution for the next status, it requires more computational cost for calculation.
OpenCL
Open computing language (OpenCL) is a parallel computing framework that is designed for cross platform devices [12] . OpenCL provides the parallel computing using a number of computing devices which can be some processing units (CPUs, GPUs, DSPs, FPGAs and etc.). The parallel computing tasks can be divided into several work groups. Each group consists of many work tasks that are in the basic processing units and they should be executed in a kernel as parallel manner. OpenCL defines a hierarchical memory model as a global memory and local memory. Also OpenCL supports shared memory that is located in the middle of the CPU and GPU and it can efficiently reduce the transfer latency of data between the CPU and GPU [13] .
Multi-thread in mobile device
In the multi-thread approach, a number of threads in a process are working simultaneously. Thread is a small action unit which is generated in a process. Thread in mobile device is not directly operated in a running application, but it is used for background process to perform data loading, network communication, and file I/O in the application. The most recent mobile devices contain multiple CPU cores and their calculation speed is also being rapidly upgraded. However, most main logic parts of mobile applications don't efficiently utilize these multiple CPU cores and they have been implemented based on performing in one flow of CPU. These applications calculate lots of data sequentially, so we can effectively improve the performance of computation when multi-thread approach is applied to the computation process. However, we should consider the data racing to apply multi-threaded CPU (2)
approach. General multi-thread approaches work in the same memory space. Therefore it can cause the wrong data modulation, when several threads are concurrently accessing to the same data. Figure 1 shows an example of data racing problem. Thread 1 and 2 are not synchronized, so we do not know which thread accessed and modulated x value firstly. Therefore, we cannot figure out that what is the final result of x among #1, #2, and #3 task.
To solve this problem, the OS of mobile device suggests several methods to apply multi-thread approach effectively such as pthread for Android and NSThread for iOS, respectively. Therefore, we can apply these multi-thread methods to implement dynamic simulations with CPU multi-core approach [14, 15] .
Mass-spring system for parallel computing on mobile device
Cloth simulation
For parallel computing on mobile devices, we can apply the CPU based parallel computing with multi-thread approach and the CPU based parallel computing with OpenCL. The proposed cloth simulation using CPU parallel computing calculates spring forces and node positions with multi-thread computing. Springs in the cloth simulation is divided into n groups using pthread in android and n threads are generated. Each thread performs in parallel and the calculated spring forces are accumulated to their affecting node data. After the parallel computing of spring forces, calculation of node positions using the stored force data is also performed in n parallel groups. Then the calculated node positions of cloth simulation are rendered in GPU and the simulated cloth is displayed on the screen of mobile device. The proposed cloth simulation using GPU parallel Fig. 1 Example of data racing problem for multi-threaded CPU approach computing consists of two parts: CPU and GPU computing. The CPU computing part initializes OpenCL and basic cloth simulation properties such as node positions, spring connections, external/internal forces, spring and damping constants. After initializing the CPU part, it is ready to transfer simulation data into GPU using shared memory. When the simulation data is transferred to GPU, the GPU computes all spring forces and sums up into node information. Calculation of spring forces in cloth simulation is somewhat complicated because each node is affected from many connected structural, shear, and bending springs. Figure 2 shows all connection of nodes and springs affecting the cloth simulation.
The proposed cloth simulation with GPU parallel computing should transfer the node information from the CPU to GPU and should be arranged with proper format for GPU. All node information is computed independently on GPU, so GPU has to share the current information of position, velocity, and force. Thus the CPU should provide cloth information array and it should pass this array to GPU using shared memory. When the simulation data is stored in the CPU, OpenCL starts the computation of spring forces and new positions are predicted using a lot of GPU ALUs. Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed parallel cloth simulation using GPU parallel computing. After the calculation of next status of node position and velocity is finished, the proposed cloth simulation process is advanced to the rendering phase directly and then the cloth model is rendered using OpenGL on mobile device [16] .
Mass-spring simulation
Although cloth simulation has a standardized number and structure of nodes and springs, most 3D deformable object simulations consist of various numbers of nodes and the springs which are not tightly standardized. Among these object modeling methods, we utilized the tetrahedrons to generate the deformable objects which can express its strain effectively, but it requires a lot of calculations. We implemented mass-spring simulation with the proposed CPU and GPU parallel computing with multi-thread and GPGPU. Figure 4 shows the generated deformable objects with tetrahedrons in our mass-spring simulation and TetGen [17] to generate 3D deformable objects.
The proposed multi-threaded CPU divides whole nodes and springs in an object into n groups and performs the necessary computation separately in each group. In massspring simulation, one node in the object can be linked with several other springs, and it can be stored improperly due to data racing when the spring forces are calculated in a parallel manner. To prevent this problem, the proposed method utilizes mutual exclusion (mutex) and can apply the critical section. In the critical section, only one thread can access to values and the others should wait until the preoccupied thread is finished. We used lock() and unlock() functions of pthread in android to make the critical section [18] . After spring forces calculation, the proposed method applies additional internal and external force to update the node positions. The node position updating is also calculated with parallel computing. Figure 5 shows the flow of cloth simulation applied multi-threaded CPU with 10 parallel threads.
To utilize GPGPU with OpenCL, it requires modifying the data structure of massspring system. Unlike cloth simulation, deformable objects in mass-spring simulation are connected with other nodes un-uniformly by springs, and it is not possible to find the information of other linked nodes. Therefore, we introduce the new data structure to solve this problem. Node position, velocity, rest length, a spring constant, and a damping constant are required to calculate the spring forces in GPU [19] . Thus the CPU has to send node positions and velocity to the shared memory with OpenCL. For spring force calculation, two connected node numbers and the rest length of spring should be grouped as one unit and be sent to GPU. GPU takes this unit and calculates spring force using position and velocity which is delivered by node indexes [20] . Figure 6 shows the proposed data structure of GPU parallel computing for spring force calculation. Fig. 3 The proposed cloth simulation using GPU parallel computing
Fig. 4 Deformable objects with tetrahedral mesh
After force calculation, next status of node position is calculated using the integration method. Since the number of nodes is much less than that of springs in deformable object, GPU parallel computing takes much more time for calculation due to the transfer latency of simulation data between the CPU and GPU. Therefore, the proposed GPU Fig. 5 The proposed cloth simulation using CPU multi-thread Fig. 6 The proposed data structure for spring force calculation using GPU parallel computing parallel computing utilizes multi-threaded CPU to calculate the node position. This paper proposed that node positions are calculated using multi-threaded CPU, making it possible to perform parallelism in CPU. Figure 7 depicts the flow of the proposed massspring simulation with GPU and multi-threaded CPU.
Simulation results of experimental test
The experimental test for the proposed cloth simulation was performed on the Nexus 7 device. The proposed method was implemented with CPU only, multi-threaded CPU and GPU parallel computing using OpenCL. Since Euler method is sensitive to the time step and can be readily blow-up in the dynamic simulation, we compared the performance of proposed method using 3 types of integrations: semi-Euler, midpoint, and 4th-order Runge-Kutta method. The proposed parallel computing method and the traditional CPU based method are compared with the different number of nodes from 2500 to 350,000 and springs from 29,004 to 4,188,004. In our experiment, some specific nodes in the cloth model were hanged on the virtual ceiling and others are freely falling down towards the floor by gravity which is shown in Fig. 8 . Table 1 shows the performance results of experimental test on millisecond (ms) for every integration steps with CPU only, multi-threaded CPU and GPU with a different level of resolutions. As a result, the order of fast computation cost for integration method was GPU parallel computing, multi-threaded CPU parallel computing, and CPU only. Especially, 4th-order Runge-Kutta method which requires more complex computation to estimate the next status of cloth achieved more advantages with the proposed GPU parallel computing. The proposed GPU parallel computing significantly improved the performance of the cloth.
We also implemented mass-spring simulation for various deformable objects and tested with multi-thread CPU, GPU combined with multi-threaded CPU, and CPU Fig. 7 The proposed mass-spring simulation using GPU and multi-threaded CPU only. Mass-spring simulation with proposed method showed improved performance. Deformable objects which are applied for mass-spring simulation are listed in Table 2 . As shown in Fig. 9 , deformable objects are freely falling down towards the floor by gravity and objects are bounced off the floor. Table 3 shows the result of experimental test on millisecond for each integration step with only CPU, multi-thread CPU and GPU with multi-threaded CPU. As a result, the proposed GPU with multi-threaded CPU parallel computing method was 3-4 times faster than CPU only. Multi-threaded CPU also showed speed 2 times faster than CPU only. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed the multi-threaded CPU and GPU based parallel computing approach with OpenCL library to provide the fast and plausible 3D deformable object simulation on mobile device. To calculate the next status of spring forces, positions, and velocities, we applied and judged three types of numerical integration with semi-Euler, midpoint, and 4th-order Runge-Kutta method based on CPU only, multi-threaded CPU, GPU, and GPU with multi-threaded CPU. The proposed cloth simulation using GPU parallel computing provided around 10-34 times faster than CPU only and utilized the shared memory to communicate the cloth information between CPU and GPU. In addition, the proposed mass-spring simulation using multi-threaded CPU and GPU with multi-threaded CPU provided around 3-4 times faster than CPU only. In this paper, our experimental test provides the guideline for 3D object modeling with mass-spring system to achieve the simulation result in real-time on Nexus 7 device. The proposed massspring simulation simultaneously calculates the status of simulation information for one object, thus the calculation of multiple objects is not sufficiently efficient. For the further research, we will study about parallel computing approach to calculate all simulation information of objects at the same time. Fig. 9 The snapshots of experimental result for mass-spring simulation on Nexus 7
